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Those unary algebras (A,f) (A a set, f a mapping from A into A) are characterized for 
which an analog of Ramsey’s theorem holds. 
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In [7] ?pqsey proved the following theorem. 
FOT every triple (m, n, k) of pitiue integers there is a positive integer such that 
for every partition of the n-element subsets of { 1, . . . , r} into k classes there exists an 
m-element subset of { 1, . . . , r} with all its n-element subsets in the same class. 
This theorem has been generalized in various directions, and in particular the 
notion of a “category having the partition property with respect o an object” was 
introduced [S]. For the purposes of this theory it is only necessary to consider 
objects and subobjects of a category. Technically, this means that all morphisms 
are monomorphisms. A category has the partition property with respect to an 
object n, if for each object m and positive integer k there is an object t such that 
for every partition of the n-subobjects of r into k classes there is an m-subobject 
of r with all its n-subobjects in one class. In this terminology Ramsey’s theorem 
reads 
The category Of finite sets hasl the pctrtltian property with respect to ewy object, 
The problem of discovering which partition properties hold for which categories 
la, of course, extremely hard and $enersl, n recent years this has been solved for 
graphs and hyper$raphs [6] from which a solution for relational systems (Le. a set 
with finitely many relations) could be derived [6], Coneer ’ algebraic systems so 
fer only vector spaces [a] and finite Abelian 
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Let Q= be a category and X, Y objects of C X is a Y-object if X and Y arc 
isomorphic (X = Y), C[X, Y] is the set of all X-subobjects of Y, It will always be 
clear from the context what a subobject should be, so we need not give a forrJ 
definition, As an illustration consider the category of graphs, An X-auby,:zph dfa 
graph Y is an induced subgraph of X which is isomorphic to X. It may bc 
described either by the subgrnph X* of Y or by a class of monamorphisms f:on: 
x to Y. 
A category C is directed if far every pair of objects X, Y there is an object 2 
satisfying C[X, Z] f fl and C[ Y, Z] # Q). A category is locally finite if C[X, Y) is 
finite for all X, Y. So far all categories having nontrivial partition properties 
turned out to be directed and locally finite, 
Let k EN - the set of all nonnegative integers - and X be an arbitrary set. A 
k-partition of X is a mapping A :X-*(0,, , . , k - 1). The sets A l(j), 
(i == 0, , . . ) k - I), are called the classes of the partition. 
Let C be a category and A an object of @. C has the A-partition property if the 
following statement is valid in @: For every object X of C and every positive 
integer k there is an object R of @ with the following property: For every 
k-partition of C[A, R] there is an X-subobject X* of R such that C[A, X*] is 
contained in one class. As usual this last property is denoted by R-+(X)$ 
The following general results concerning the partition property are well known. 
Product Theorem [4]. Let C, (i = 1, 2) be directed locally finite cafegories and 
Ai E Ci. The pr~ld~ category Q=1 x Cz has the (A,, A&par&ion properly ifl @, Itas 
As -pcrrlMwt properly (i = I, 2). 
Mapping Theorem 143. Let @, ID be categories und F u fwnc?or from @ to IID suclt 
that fc)r etrery YE ID there is an X EC with D[ Y, F(X)] Z $9. Then C has the 
11 -,wrtitiort property, if ID has the F(A)-partition property. 
In partilxlar this holds if F is a surjective functor, or @ and ID are equivalent 
catcg ),+S. 
Let \ : be 2. directed locally finite category. Let Ord 61 be the category having the 
finite st:Juences of objects of C as its objects, and I2.t (X,, . . . , X,,,) be a subobject 
of (Y,, . . . , Y,, ) if there is a monotonous injective mapping 6 : m + n such that X, 
is a subLbject of Yrr,, for i = 1,. . . , m. Ord @ thus the (A,, , , , , A,,)-partition 
property ijj’ C has the Ai* partition property J%E i = 1, . . , , m [S]. 
3 
A unary algebra & is a air (A, a) where A is a set and Q : A+A a mapping. 
9 = (B, b) is a sub-algebra of SQ if B c A and the restriction of a to B coincides 
with b. 
Let (SB = (A, CI) be a unary algebra, Let (i(d) be the undirected graph with 
vertex set A and edges ((x, a(x))1 xE A). The following characterization f the 
undirected graphs C3 occurring as C?(d) for some unary algebra J& is well known 
[I], tet G be an wndfrecre6I graph. There exists a unary algebra d satisfying 
O(d) - 6 ifl each csnnected component af G contains ut most one cycle, 
bra Se is connected if G(&) is connected. Let C(d) be the subgraph of
isting of all cycles, including the loops of 6(.@, Note that if ti is finite, 
then C(Se) f fl. A connected algebra rpQ is completely determined by 
(i) a graphical embedding 6 of the cycle l-2- n l * - I&@(-1 into G(d); 
(ii) the sequence ‘I’, (S = 1 p . . . , ICC&I) of subtrees of G(sP), where T is the 
tree rooted at t(i). 
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In this section we shall study the category IFof all finite unary algebras. We shall 
give a complete description of those J1Q GIF for which IF has the s0-partition 
property. First we shall show how for disconnected algebras d this problem can ’ 
be reduced to the partition property with respect o the components. This is not 
difficult, but needs some care. 
Definition 4.1. Let SQ EIF be connected. IF&, (FJ is the category of all finite 
connected algebras 58 satisfying l&s& Se] # $, (S[Sa, 99 J = (d). 
Lemma 4.2. Let J$ E IF Claue components d,, . . . , A?“. Then IF has the d-partition 
property, ifi the subcategory IF’ of all algebras with components in IF ,d, U l a e U IF ,pQ,, has 
the d-partition property. 
Proof. Let IF” bc the complement of IF’ in IF. The decomposition i to components 
in IF’, D” defines a functor onto IF’ x IF”. The lemma follows by the mapping theorem 
and the product theorem. 
Note that in order to decide whether IF has the &partition property for a 
certam algebra .&I, we can use Lemma 4.2 to get rid of superfluous components 
which are irrelevant with respect o lae. We shall use this fact repeatedly and 
identify IF and IF’ wherever it occurs. 
Lemma 4.3. Let d E IF be connected. IF has the &partition property ifl IF& has the 
d-partition property. 
Proof. The decomposition into components maps F to OrdlF& and the result 
follows. 
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Lemma 4.4. Let d E IF have components J&, . . . , tin and assume that all the cycles 
in .alz 1, . . . , d, are of different length. Then IF has the &-partition property ifi lF& has 
the di #partition property for i = 1, . , , , n. 
Pro&. The decomposition i to components maps IF onto Ord IF&, X l * e x C tJ IF&” 
and the result follows. 
Lemma 4.5. Let ti E IF have components J&, . . . , d,, and assume that the cycles in 
& 1, . . . , ad,, have the same length. Then IF has the &partition property ifi all the 
di’s are isomorphic and IF has the &-partition property. 
Proof. If J+***= ~4” then the decomposition into components maps IF onto 
Ord lFd, and IF has the &partition property iff it has the &partition property. 
Conversely assume that J& # Sp,. Let !3 be the algebra obtained by identifying 
in the disjoint union of the &‘s (i = 1, . . . , n) the cycles according to the 
labellings in the &i’s* (93 is an amalgam of the &,)a Let Ce be the algebra 
consisting of n disjoint copies of 9. We claim that there is no 99 E IF such that 
3 -+(%)$ In order to prove that, let 3 E IF and label the components of 3 with 
1,2,.... Define a 2-partition A of ff[~& B] as follows: 
For d* E&G& 9YJ with components &T, . . . , & let A(d) = 0 iff the label of the 
component of CR containing & is smaller than that of ~4;. By definition of % 
every %-subalgebra of 9 contains &subalgebras in both classes of A. 
Remark. We shalJ refer to this example as a “standard construction using 
ilsymmetry”. 
E’y combining these lemmas we obtain 
Th t,vecl 0.6. Let SQ EF have components & . . . , 90”. Then the following 
stait +rknts are equivalent. 
(i) IF has the &partition property, 
(ii) F kas the &i-partition property for i = 1 J . . . , n and &i = dj whenever 
C(di) L’ C(dj)* 
Definition 4.7. Let ~4 = (A, a) be a finite connected algebra. Then Se’ is the 
following a!gebra: 
A” = A, a"(x) = Q(X) x4 aJ@, 
X x E C(d). 
~cmpy~ 3 4.8. Let JS? be a connected finite algebra. F 
has rke &“-partition property. 
has the &partition property iff IF 
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Proof. If all the components J& . . . , &I; of do are isomorphic then IF& and 
(IF&’ are equivalent categories and the result follows. If on the other hand not 
all components of sQ” are isomorphic a standard construction using asymmetry 
shows that IF does not have the &partition property. 
Definition 4.9. A connected algebra So is a tree-algebra if d = Se’. 
Remark. Let d be connected. By Lemma 4.8 and Theorem 4.6 IF has the 
&partition property iff SQ consists of isomorphic tree algebras &* attached to the 
cycle of JB and IF has the .B* partition property. Thus a necessary condition for the 
&-partition property of IF is the symmetry of Se around its cycle. We shall 
immediately see that not only this symmetry around the cycle but also around all 
spheres (i.e. points at a fixed distance from the cycle) is important. 
Definition 4.10. Let & = (A, a) be a connected finite algebra. Let J# = (A’, a’) be 
the following algebra: 




if U(X)E A', 
else. 
Let gQ(n+ 1) = &I)‘, 
Lemma 4.11. Let & be u connected finite algebra. IF has the &partition property iff 
it has the d’-partition property. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.8 it suffices to prove Lemma 4.11 for tree algebras &. If all 
the components J&, . . . , dn of SQ’ are isomorphic then IF& and Ord IF spl are 
isomorphic and the result follows. If on the other hagd not all components of Se’ 
are isomorphic a standard construction using asymmetry shows that IF does not 
have the &partition property. 
By combining the lemmas we obtain a complete characterization of the con- 
nected algebras with respect o which IF has the partition property. 
Theorem 4.12. Let & E IF be connected. IF has the d-partition property ifl for 
n=o, 1,2, * . . all the components of ~62” are isomorphic. 
Proof. It suffices to observe that SQ” = 8 for t2 large enough and that trivially IF has 
the g-partition property. 
Remark. For the category G of undirected finite graphs NeSetEl and Rod1 [6] 
proved: 6 has the A-partition property iff A is a complete or empty graph. 
Comparison of their result with Theorems 4.6,4.12 shows that a concrete category 
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6: can have the A-partition property only for the A’s with the highest poss’ble 
symmetry. 
5 
It is well known that Ramsey’s theorem with data (m, n, k, r) (see Section 1) 
also holds for n, k E N, m = r = NO. In analogy to this result we characterize those 
ti EF for which the category ID of denumerable algebras has the &partition 
property. It turns out, that there are two kinds of connected algebras ~4 for which 
IID has the &partition property: Cycles and tree algebras of the type given in Fig. 
1. Disjoint unions of isomorphic cycles are the only disconnected algebras for 
which D has the partition property. 
By the usual compactness argument we have 
Lemma 5.1. Let d EF. If IID has the & -partition property, then IF has the ~6 
partition property. 
Notation. Let IF, be the class of all s& E IF with respect to which IF has the partition 
property. 
,Definition 5.2. For n EN let 0’,, be the algebra ((0, . . . , n); O(x) = 0) and W” the 
algebra of words over the alphabet N having length at most n and us operation 
the omission of the last letter in every word. 
Lenlma 5.3. Let & E IF, be a tree algebra and &‘I+‘) = 8 (see Definition 4.10). Then 
the jollowing statements are equivalent for every k EN. 
!ii) For every 3 ED there is 9 ED such that B + (a)$ 
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Proof. The proof uses the fact that every denumerable tree algebra 92 satisfying 
@“+I)= Q can be embedded into W, and that for deciding the d-partition 
property only these algebras are of relevance. In some more detail: Assume that 
Wn +( Wn)f and let 9 E ID be connected. Let $33” be the amalgam of all the 
components of 58(“) and sB** be the algebra of a copy of Wn together with a copy 
of 58* attached to each endpoint of Wn. Obviously a** E (ID and 93**+(93)$ 
If 3 is not connected it consists of at most K0 many components Wi (i EN). Let 
8 be the amalgam of all the SBi. For this @ define @** as above and let $32 be the 
algebra consisting of No many copies of 8 **. By the above argument, we obtain 
for every partition A in every single component of 92 a !%subalgebra with all its 
&subalgebras in the same class. By the pigeon hole principle this is the same 
class of A for infinitely many components 5% Thus there is a Ssubalgebra with 
all its &subalgebras in the same class. 
The other implication is straight-forward. 
Lemma 5.4. IID has the C&-purtition property for every n EN. 
Proof. Let k EN. We show that W 1 *( W&k A typical 0,, -suba!gebra of WI is 
given by an n-set {yl, . . . , y,,} of nonnegative integers and consists of the words 8, 
Yl 9..‘9 y,,. Hence every k-partition of D [Q,,, WI] induces a k-partition of the 
n-element subsets of N and the result follows by Ramsey’s theorem. 
Definition 5.5. For n EN let N,, be the algebra 
x else). 
(10 , . . . , n - 1); f(0) = 0, f(x + 1) = 
Lemma 5.6. ID has the &-partition property. 
Proof. Induction on n. For yt = 0 the lenma is obvious. Assume that W, + (W’,)$ 
for some na0 and show that W,+,+(Wn+,)$+l. 
A typical J&+, subalgebra of W”+l is given by a word (x,, . . . , x,). Hence for 
fixed (xl,. . . , x,J every k-partition A of UD[N,,+,, Wn+J induces a k-partition of 
the integers x,,. By the pigeon hole principle there is a denumerable set Xtx,,...,x._,j 
such that all N”+I-algebras (x,, . . . , x,,+~, x) with x E Xcx ,,..., x,,_lj are in the same 
class of A. By applying this argument independently for all (x,, . . . , x,-J WC 
obtain a k-partition of U&N,,, W,,] to which the induction hypothesis is applicable. 
By combining the last two lemmas we obtain the implication (i)+ (ii) of 
Theorem 5.7. Let 194 CiFP be a tree algebra Then the following statements are 
equivalent 
(9 There is m, n EN such that dm) is isomorphic to on. 
(ii) The category ID of denumerable algebras has tke &partition property. 
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Remark 1. Fig. 1 shows the graph of an algebra Se satisfying &Zq3) = &. 
Remark 2. The following proofs make use of the fact, that there is a 2-partition 
of N2 such that there is no infinite subset A HV, such that A2 is contained in one 
class of the partition. (A(x, y) = 0 if x < y is such a partition). 
Proof of Theorem 5.7. We show first that ID does not have the partition property 
with respect o the algebra 9 = ((0, 1,2,3,4}; f(4) = 3, f(2) = 1, f(3) = f<l> = f(0) = 
0). By Lemma 5.3 it suffices to show that the relation oW;-+(WJ~ does not hold. 
The following Spartition A of D[9, W2] yields this. Let 5 E llD[9, WJ, say 
5(l) = a, 82) = (a, b), ((3) = c, e(4) = (c, d), a, b, c, d EN. Let A([) = 0 iff either 
a<b and cud, or a>b and cad. 
Let now & be a tree algebra such that lF has the 
Da are not isomorphic for all m, y1 EN. Then 9 is 
m EN. Let 6 be a mapping of the point set of 9 
embedding of 9 into &“‘. Then the above 
MO), ’ - l 7 a(4)}, instead of (0, . . . ,4}. 
&partition property and J@~), 
a subalgebra of d(m) for some 
into Se such that 6 induces an 
argument can be used with 
Theorem 5.8. Let d E IF, be a connected algebra with IC(d)l a 2. Then IID has the 
d-partition ‘property if d is a cycle. 
Proof. Let Se be a cycle of length n and 9 ED consist of at most Ho many 
components. Let B* be the amalgam of all the components of 9” (for definition 
see 4.9 and 98** the algebra obtained by attaching to every point of & a copy of 
93 *. Then by the pigeon hole principle 9***+(9***): for every k EN, where 
S?*** is the disjoint union of EC0 many copies of aa* and a copy of 9. In 5B*** 
:‘here is 21 %subalgebra. Thus 9***-+(9#)$ 
Let %‘,, be the a!gebra ((1,. . . ,2n}; f(x) = x + 1 (mod n) for x = 1,. . . , n; f(x) = 
x-11 Eor x=t2-C 1,...,2n). 
Qnvers .‘y assume that Se is not a cycle and IF has the d-partition property. 
Fig. 2. G(8,). 
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Then SQ contains a subalgebra isomorphic to %lCcsr,I. As in Theorem 5.7 it suffices 
to show that IID does not have the &-partition property (n EN). Let 3, be the 
algebra consisting of a cycle of length n and copies of WI attached to each of the 
points on the cycle. In order to show that ID does not have the &,-partition 
property it suffices to show that the relation 5Q,+(9B,)$ does not hold. The 
following 2-partition A of UD[‘& &] does this. Let 5 E IID[ %&, a,], then A(s) = 0 iff 
either 5(1)<5(2) anti g(n+ l)<t(n+2) or ((1)>((2) and &(n+ l)>e(n+2). 
Theorem 5.9. Let 5# E IF P be disconnected. ID has the &pattifion property ifi Se is the 
disjoint union of isomorphic cycles. 
proof, Assume that 19Q is the disjoint union of n isomorphic cycles and 93 E KD 
having at most K, many components. Let 58* be the amalgam of the components 
of 93 and a** consist of NO many disjoint copies of sB*, labelled with integers. 
Thus there is a bijection between D[&, 58**] and the set of all n-element subsets 
of N. The result now follows by Ramsey’s theorem. 
Conversely if SQ EIF, and & is not the union of isomorphic ycles it suffices by 
Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 5.8 to distinguish two cases. 
Case 1. .d contains two components which are not isomorphic. 
Case 2. SQ contains two disjoint isomorphic tree algebras of cardinality 32. 
Case 1. Let J& 6 902 c SQ where 99, # dz and 3 be the dkjoint union of KO 
many J&S. Then there is no 3 E ID such that 9 +(CB)$. For 3 c ID label the 
components with positive integers. Then the following 2-partition of D[Sa, 91 
proves the assertion. For @lD[&Z, a] ier & be the label of the component of 9? 
into which &i is embedded (i = 1, 2). Let A(r) = 0 iff 5, < &. 
Case 2. Let SQ = 99,c & where J& and dz are two isomorphic tree algebras of 
cardinality 32 satisfying &“+‘) = 8. Let 3 = W’,d Wn. It suffices to show that the 
relation B +(B)$ does not hold. For that define the following 2-partition A of 
lD[sQ, 991: &i (i = 1,2) contains a point a. such that ai is different from the root, 
but is mapped in .S& onto the root. For 6 I D[d, sR] let A([) = 0 iff e(ai) < e(a2). 
Remark. In characterizing the finite algebras s4 with respect to which the 
category of denumerable algebras has the partition property, essentially we only 
used the fact that Ramsey’s theorem holds for n, k E f+J and m = r = SO. One could 
replace HO by any Ramsey cardinal K (i.e. one for which Ramsey’s theorem holds 
for n, k EN and m = t = K) and then the category of algebras of cardinality K has 
the &partition property exactly for those SQ E IF for which ID has the &partition 
property. 
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Ramsey’s theorem does not extend to the case k EN, m = n = r = HO. The proof 
for this can be modified and then shows that not many denumerable algebras are 
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left with respect to which ID, might have the partition property. What remains to 
be checked are a few tree algebras. Surprisingly enough JV = @I, f(0) = 0, 
f(x+l)=x el se is the only denumerable algebra with respect to which ID has the ) 
partition property. From this it follows that there is no algebra Se of cardinality 
>H, such that the category of unary algebras of cardinality I&1 has the Se- 
partition property. 
Lemma 6.1 [2]. Let d be an algebra which contains a proper 
no category C containing sd has the d-partition property. 
d-subalgebra. Then 
Proof. We show that there is no 3 Ed= such that a+(&)<. Let 9 EC. Call a 
?-partition A of a subset X of C[,Pe, 31 “bad”, if for each Se* E X there is a proper 
&subalgebra &** of sQ* such th/at &** E X and A@**) # A(&*). Let A GA’ if A’ 
is an extension of A. By Zorn’s ilemma there is a bad partition A0 of C[d, a]. 
Definition 6.2. For n EN let J$~ be the algebra ((a l 9 -2, -1, 0, 1, 2,. . . , n}; 
f(x)=0 for x:,0, f(x)=x-1 for x~0). Let A={J&I~E~II}. Let 3!! be the algebra 
({* l l -2, - 1, 0, 1, 2, . . .}; f(x) = x- 1) and JV the algebra @J, f(O)=O, f(x+ 1)=x 
else). 
Lemma 6.3. D does not haz/e the %-partition property. 
Proof. Let W be the algebra of finite words over the alphabet N and as operation 
the omission of the last letter in every word. Let 3 be the algebra obtained by 
taking a copy ci’ g called the stem of 3 and attaching to every point of it a copy 
of W. Obviously every connected denumerable algebra without cycle can be 
embedded into g. Note that each %-subalgebra %* of 2 finally enters the stem. 
Let n(%*) be the maximum of the intersection of 3!* and the stem of 2. For 
?E*E lD[%, 21 1c.t A(%*) = 0 iff n(%*) is even. The 2-partition A shows that 
q%+(??‘)~ doe% not hold. 
Lamrngi 6.4. J does not have the &,-partition property for all d,, E il. 
PI combination o,F these lemmas with the ideas of Section 4 and Section 6.1 gives 
the implication (i)=$ (ii) of 
Theorem 6.5. Let d E ED. Then the following statensents are eqccivalerzt 
(i) D has the &partition property 
(ii) d = N. 
Proof, I+ suffices to show that W+(W)-;. Let A : D&V, W]+O, 1) be a 2- 
partition Let x E W be a point on level n. Call x good f!Br A if there is a 
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W-subalgebra v of W”’ rooted at x such that all the N-subalgebras of W 
containing x and satisfying N(“)c sc/“k are in one class of A. 
Ciaim. Let x E W; if there are infinitely many q E W which are good for A and 
satisfy f( Xi) = x in W, then x is good for A. 
Proof. Immediate by the pigeon hole principle. 
By starting at the root of W and working upwards through the levels using the 
claim we either obtain a W-subalgebra W such that A is constant on lD[N, W] and 
we are done, or there is a W-subalgebra W consisting of points which are not 
good for A. We show that the second possibility leads to a contradiction. Let W 
be the subalgebra consisting of all N-subalgebras N* of W such that A(N*) = 0. 
By the fact that no point of W is good for A it follows that for each x E ‘@ there 
are infinitely many q E W su& that f(Xi) = x. Hence W is isomorphic to W and all 
N-subalgebras of W belong to class 0, a contradiction. 
Theorem 6.6. Let SQ be a nondenumerable a gebra. Then there is an algebra 93 of 
cardinality ‘IsI?~ such that for no algebra 92 the relation B +(3)$ holds. 
Proof. Either & contains a proper Asubalgebra and the result follows by 
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